Safe & Socially Distanced Weddings

Planning a wedding is stressful. Planning a wedding during a global pandemic is a certain, special kind of stressful. Whether you opt to change dates, lower your guest list or alter from chef attended to a plated dinner- we're here to make the process easier. Here are a few tips & ways we have made your wedding day still safely happen during these times.

Having large ballrooms have been beneficial in the past to host weddings and events of big numbers. Now its beneficial during these times in order to offer more than enough space to spread out and practice social distancing during your big day. We also provide plexiglass barriers at the bars in order to provide a safety conscious exchange for you, your guests & our staff.

Mask up but make it stylish. We have loved seeing our wedding guest keeping themselves and everyone else safe all the while matching their newest fashion accessory to their evening wear. Masks are mandatory when in the hotel’s public spaces and while celebrating your wedding.

Matching bridesmaid & groomsmen masks is a trend we’ve been seeing lately and it brings a little bright spot to these times that often can seem rather bleak and odd. Dancing can still happen, just mask up, utilize the sanitizing stations we've set up and distance yourself when possible!
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